
Roadrunner
“Forget snakes and scorpions – I’d say this little bird 
is one of the most vicious, cold-blooded killers in the 
Sonoran Desert!” marvels Ranger B. He’s a ranger at  
Usery Mountain Regional Park, one of Arizona’s many 
protected parks, and he knows a thing or two about the 
species here! The super-speedy bird, Ranger B explains, can run 
along the ground at up to 30kmph – outrunning most humans – and it 
has top hunting skills, too. “If it sees prey, such as a rattlesnake, it quickly 
grabs it, then smashes the head against the ground to kill it,” he says. “I’ve 
even seen roadrunners carrying dead prey around all day in their mouths 
like a packed lunch. They take chunks when they’re feeling peckish.” Nom!

Grasshopper mouse
Meet another surprising Arizona assassin – the grasshopper 
mouse! This 12-16-cm-long rodent might look cute, but it’s a 
fearsome and aggressive hunter. As well as eating other mice and 
stealing their burrows, this furry fighter can take down terrifying 
tarantulas and scary scorpions with ease. Scientists think it 
could even be immune to a scorpion’s sting! But the coolest thing 
about this creature? It will often throw its head back, stand on  
its hind legs and howl, just like a wolf. Wow!

Gila* monster 
It might be the biggest lizard in the USA but this 60-cm pink 
and black venomous monster is tough to spot! “That’s because 
the Gila monster spends around 95% of its life underground in 
burrows,” explains Ranger B. “It hibernates through the winter, 
but during summer it hunts for eggs, baby birds and rodents 
in the morning and evening to avoid the scorching midday 
sun. The Gila monster doesn’t have to eat very often, though, 
because it stores fat from its food in its chunky tail.” Clever!

Regal horned lizard
To avoid being gobbled by desert predators, such as 
hawks and coyotes, the regal horned lizard can keep 
remarkably still, camouflaging itself against the desert 
floor. But if that doesn’t work, the bonkers beast has 
another, horrifying, trick up its sleeve… it squirts blood 
at its attackers – from its eyes! The foul-tasting red liquid 
shoots for up to a metre, and is usually enough to make a 
predator scamper off in disgust. We’re not surprised!

Maricopa harvester ant 
“Did you know the most venomous creature in the state of 
Arizona is actually an ant?!” asks Ranger B.  “The Maricopa 
harvester ant is 65 times more toxic than the diamondback 
rattlesnake. But luckily, it delivers thousands of times less 
venom per bite than the reptile! Drop for drop, though, this ant 
is the most toxic insect in the entire world!” Its bee-like stinger 
can inject victims repeatedly, too. The venom is mainly for 
defence, however, and the ant mostly eats seeds!

Awesome Animals of Arizona! 
Meet five freakishly 

ferocious species from  
the Sonoran Desert…

Spiky sides  
break up the 
body’s shadow, 
helping the lizard 
stay unseen 

A rat could be killed 
by just 12 Maricopa 
harvester ant stings!

Gila monsters are one of few  
venomous lizards in the world – but  
their bite is only used in defence. Phew!

This really IS a  
Danger Mouse!

(*Say ‘heela’)

Beep 
Beep!

Hmm…  
lunch…time 
for some 
monster 
munch!
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Right, who 
shall I  
squirt  
next?!

Rattle- 
snakes?  

Pah!
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It’s Ranger B! 
(The B stands for 

Brennan!)

These speedy birds 
can even take on 

rattlesnakes!

Staying safe in the 
desert is easy if you 
stick to the trails! 

Venomous wildlife 
doesn’t like human 

contact and will 
 only ever attack  

if threatened!
Roadrunners 
are the fastest 

ground-running 
flying birds  

in the world!



Howdy, pardners!

Today we travelled to the historic ‘wild 

west’ town of Tombstone, whose dusty 

main street looks like the set of a cowboy 

movie! After the discovery of silver here 

in 1877, thousands of people arrived to seek 

their fortune in the mines. But it was a tough 

life, with lots of violence and crime. In fact, 

the oldest surviving building, The Bird Cage 

Theatre, still has 140 bullet holes in the walls! 

One of the most famous shootouts even had 

a film made about it, called Gunfight at the 

O.K. Corral. We watched a re-enactment of the 

fight, with 30 shots fired in 30 seconds. You’ll 

be relieved to know the bullets weren’t real!

Love, NG KiDS

Arizona!
Postcards from  Check out 

more of the 
weird and 

wonderful places 
we visited on 

our terrific tour 
of the state…

NatioNal GeoGraphic Kids42

High fives from the most haunted town in the USA*! 

Well, that’s according to Bisbee’s resident 

magician Magic Kenny Bang Bang, who 

told us some seriously spooky stories before 

leading us on a fun tour of this quirky town, 

with his pet Chihuahua in tow!

Founded as a copper, gold and silver mining 

town in 1880, the local mines were some  

of the richest in the world, producing over  

3.6 billion kg of copper! Since the last mines 

shut in the late 1970s, a creative community 

has moved in, but you can still take a 

tour of the Copper Queen Mine, heading 

underground to see some of the 3,200km 

of tunnels where fortunes were made!

Bye for now, Nat Geo Kids!

Bisbee is built on steep 
slopes – some of the 

streets are stairs! Every 
year people take part  
in a 5km, 1,000-step 

 race called the 
Bisbee1000.

* Unsubstantiated claim! Magic Kenny Bang Bang!

Greetings from one of the seven wonders 

of the natural world  –  the Grand Canyon!

We peered way down to the bottom of 

this immense canyon, and could just 

spot the Colorado River. Over  

two billion years, its waters have 

slowly carved out the 1.6-km-deep 

crevice, revealing different layers of 

rock from the Earth’s history.

Today it’s a popular spot 

for visitors – over six 

million tourists visit 

every year to hike, 

raft and snap selfies!

Wish you were here!

Nat Geo KiDS xxx

Archaeologists 
think people 

have been living 
near the Grand 

Canyon for 
around 10,000 

years!

During our Arizona Adventure we stayed at the Loews Ventana Canyon Resort,  
Eldorado Suites Bisbee, Residence Inn Phoenix Mesa, Enchantment Resort,  
Holiday Inn Express Flagstaff and Arizona Grand Resort and Spa. With special thanks  
to Jon Donahue. For more information about Arizona, head to visitarizona.com

Gunfights not 
your thing? 

Tombstone is 
also home to the 
world’s biggest 

rosebush!

Colorado  
River!



Sonoran Sunrise
Join us as we travel to Arizona  

in the USA to see some cool  
cacti in the hot, hot desert!

Turn over to meet some more amazing 
animals from the Sonoran Desert…
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The Sonoran 
desert has a short, 

summer rainy 
season with violent 

thunderstorms. 
It even snows 
sometimes!
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Saguaro 
National 

Park

ARIZONA

We picked a toasty time to visit – 
it’s July, and Arizona is right in the 
middle of an almighty heat wave! 

The temperatures are so extreme (up to 
48°C) that some planes have been unable 
to take off, and brave fire crews have been 
battling wildfires across Arizona and all 
over western USA.

To beat the heat, we’re visiting Saguaro 
National Park at 5am, before the 

temperatures get dangerously 
high. “We recommend that 

visitors complete their 
outdoor activities by 
9am,” explains Park 
Ranger Cam Juarez, 
as we trek through the 

dusty landscape. This 
protected park is in the 

vast 260,000km2 Sonoran 
Desert, which stretches across 

southwestern USA and into Mexico.

KEEPING COOL
“Listen for rattling sounds and keep 
scanning the ground,” warns Cam. “This 
is about the time that the rattlesnakes 
start slithering back to their underground 
burrows – it’s too hot for them in the day.” 

To avoid the 
baking 

temperatures many desert animals, such 
as scorpions or tarantulas, are nocturnal, 
and others, such as snakes and rodents, 
are only active in the early morning or 
late evening when it’s cooler. Black-tailed 
jackrabbits, who are out and about all 
day, have huge ears which help disperse 
heat (see bottom), and Harris’s antelope 
squirrels hold their tails above their  
heads for shade. Clever!

COLOSSAL CACTI
Cacti have a surprising 
way of keeping cool, 
too – their spines! Not 
only do the spikes 
provide protection, 
they also cast slender 
shadows, keeping 
the surface shaded. 
Of the 25 types of 
cacti that grow in 
the Sonoran Desert, 
the most famous is the 
mighty saguaro (say  
‘sa-war-oh’), which the park 
is named after (see main pic). 
These giant green columns tower 
over us, their ‘arms’ held aloft as if they’re 
waving! “The tallest can grow 16 metres, 
and they weigh up to ten tonnes during the 
rainy season – so don’t park your 
car next to one!” laughs Cam. 
He might be joking, but these 
majestic plants do occasionally 
topple over in strong winds. 

That’s because their roots – 
which stretch out as far as the 

cacti are tall – are remarkably 
shallow, just 10-15cm in depth!

SAGUARO HOTELs
Gazing up at the saguaros, 
we notice little birds darting 
in and out of holes in their 
sides. “Gila woodpeckers 
peck nests into the cactus 

flesh”, explains Cam. “A kind 
 of ‘scab’ forms on the inside, 

 which stops the cactus 
oozing liquid and creates a dry, 

insulated cavity.” Once the original 

baby birds have flown the nest, other 
birds move in – some saguaros here  
are home to elf owls, screech owls, 
finches and sparrows! 

It’s been hotting up as we walk, and 
now the sun is beating down big time. 
Unfortunately, we’re way too bulky to crawl 
into a cool cactus cavity, so we retreat to 
the blissfully air-conditioned car, with a 
new found respect for the desert dwellers  

  of the Sonoran Desert!

Saguaro cacti 
can live for up 
to 200 years! 

Their ‘arms’ don’t 
appear until 

they’re at 
least 75.

Extreme 
temperatures, 

such as frost, 
can cause cactus 

arms to flex  
and bend 

downwards. 

Accordion-like 
pleats expand 

when it rains, so  
the cactus can  

swell up and hold 
more water!

The beautiful white flowers 
of the saguaro are in bloom 

for just one day!

It’s Ranger 
Cam!

Rattlesnakes shake their tails 
to ward off predators

Jackrabbits’ ginormous 
lugs help keep them cool!

Drawings known as petroglyphs 
have been found on rocks in  

the park – they’re around  
1,000 years old!

Javelinas (say ‘have-a-leenas’) look like  
wild boars. They love to eat prickly pear cacti,  
but will also scoff dead lizards and rodents!

A cactus wren at 
the entrance to its 

saguaro nest


